Adult: Aortic Valve: Notice of Correction


In the above-mentioned article, the authors requested the following corrections be made:

1. Figure 2 legend on page 62: The original sentence “Two 23-mm zero-cycled valves with …” should be changed to “Two 23-mm 1B cycled valves with ….”

2. Page 65, lines 3 and 4 in the left column: The original sentence “… resulted in smaller maximum velocities than seen the zero-cycled valves …” should be changed to “… resulted in smaller maximum velocities than seen in the zero-cycled valves ….”

3. Page 65, lines 7 to 11 in the left column: The original sentence “These fluid dynamic results are consistent with the high-speed imaging of the leaflets confirming a wider opening and correspondingly higher GOA of the zero-cycled valves compared with the 1B-cycled valves” should be changed to “These fluid dynamic results are consistent with the high-speed imaging of the leaflets confirming a wider opening and correspondingly higher GOA of the 1B-cycled valves compared with the zero-cycled valves.”